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$0. INTRODUCTION 
THE PRESENT article is an extension of our paper [12]. In [123 we have been studying the 
localization phenomenon in the equivariant bordisms Q:(X) of a G-space X, where G is 
a finite group. Inverting certain primes dividing the order of G, we were able to reduce the 
problem of computing sZz( X) to a non-equivariant local one, formulated in quite classical 
terms. “Local” means here “based on the information provided by regular neighborhoods of 
the K-fixed point sets, K E G, of appropriate G-actions.” For the reader’s convenience, Section 
1 contains a description of some of these results in a special, but central case K = G. Hence, 
to fulfill our program, one has to solve these non-equivariant local problems. They amount 
to a computation of the non-equivariant bordism groups of certain universal spaces (which 
happen to be the classifying spaces of various (possibly, non-connected) compact Lie 
groups) and to finding an effective geometric procedure which would make it possible to 
identify any given element in these bordism groups in terms of special model and geomet- 
rically well-understood elements. 
This paper is devoted to a solution of such a problem in the most important special case 
K = G (cf. Sec. 1). As a result, we obtain a local universal formula (Th. 5.1). It describes the 
G-bordism class of a singular G-manifoldf: M -+ X, modulo a well-controlled ambiguity, in 
terms of the equivariant normal bundle v = v( MG, M) and the mappingf’ : MG + Xc (all 
local information). In fact, the ambiguity was analyzed and understood in [12]. Inverting 
special primes, dividing 1 G 1 and depending solely on the (enlarged) list 9 of the isotropy 
types of M, it consists of all “properly induced” singular G-manifolds, i.e. of the G-manifold 
of the formf: u ~~9’ G x HL --* X, where F”’ = C J+ \ {G} and L denotes an H-manifold. One 
can view the loal formula of Theorem 5.1 as an effective algorithm for reconstructing the 
class off: M + X, form the pair [ v,fG : M ’ + X”]. The algorithm is formulated in terms of 
some (non-equivariant) characteristic classes { YU[ v,J”]}~ of the pair [ v,f’], taking 
values in the bordisms sZ,(X’). It employs model linear G-actions on complex (quater- 
nionic) projective spaces and smooth complex projective curves (correspondingly, on 
special real 4-dimensional stably symplectic manifolds or, depending on the context, on 
smooth complex projective surfaces). One of the important features of our algorithm is that 
its “equivariant part” (built of the model actions), is practically independent of the particu- 
larf: M + X: in fact, it is universal for all (M,f) with the dimension of M being fixed and 
with a prescribed list of G-representations, normal to M ‘. In contrast, the “non-equivariant 
part”, expressed in terms of the Yw[v,fG] ‘s is fully responsible (modulo the ambiguity 
discussed above) for the individual properties of ( M,f). 
t Research partially supported by the United States-Israel Binational Science Foundation Grant #86-00208. 
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Let us describe our results and the plan of the paper more specifically. As we mention 
already, Section 1 is an extract of the results from [12], needed in the present paper. It is 
mostly preoccupied with the “ambiguity aspects” of the local formula. 
In Section 2 we define building blocks for the bundle data v and in (2.7) decompose 
[v,f’] into a combination of these blocks. 
In Section 3 we introduce bordism-valued characteristic classes of G-vector bundles 
v over a closed manifold base L carrying a trivial G-action. The structure group 3n of such 
a v is a direct product of unitary or symplectic Lie groups. Among these classes { ym(v’)}, 
are the Poincart duals of the cobordism-valued Chern and Pontrijagin classes, introduced 
by Conner and Floyd [S]. Their definition is based on a general theorem of Dold and, as 
a result, has an axiomatic flavor. Our definition has an advantage of being constructive and 
geometrically more transparent. For a given tableau o, we associate with the bundle 
v a fibration 7t: Flag,(v) -+ L whose fiber Flag, is a generalized flag manifold. The class 
9m(~)~Q*(L) arises as a regular imbedded submanifold of the space Flag,(v), equipped 
with the projection 7c (c.f. (3.4)). The Euler class of the bundle tangent to the fibers of n: 
Flag,(v) + L, plays the important role of the transfer in our construction (quite in the spirit 
of [3]). It might be appropriate to view ym(v) as a resolution in the space Flag,(v) of the 
cycle 7~(9’~(v)) E L (which typically has singularities). Indeed, this construction, being 
applied to the tautological bundle over a Grassmanian, resolves (at least in the smooth 
category) the singularities of the variety, comprising the union of the Schubert cycle c, and 
its Weyl-translates. For “totally splitable” G-bundles v, a much more simpleminded defini- 
tion of ym(v) is available (see (3.2) and (3.3)). Applying the forgetful functor 
E* : R,(L) + Q,(pt), induced by the obvious map E: L + pt, to sP,( v), one gets a character- 
istic “number” &* 9’U(v)eQ*(pt). Remarkably, the bordism class of L, equipped with the 
G-bundle data v (the structure group 3n of v being fixed), is detected by the characteristic 
elements (E.+ 9’w( v)},. Moreover, besides the obvious dimensional constraints, there are no 
universal relations among the E* ym( v)‘s. Slightly more generally, the bordism class of a pair 
[v,f: L --f Y] is determined by the characteristic elements {f, sP,( v) E Q,( Y) lo. 
In Section 4 we apply this observation to the pair [v,f’: MC + X”], where 
v = v(MG, M). Combined with the decomposition (2.2), this leads to Proposition 4.3, 
describing the bordism class of [v,f’] as a combination of products of equivariant Hopf 
bundles and the charackristic elements {f,” y”,(v)}, (in the paper we use an alternative 
notation sP,[ v,fG] for f,” ym( v). Proposition 4.4 is a reformulation of Proposition 4.3 in 
terms of a generating function (4.7). In fact, both propositions are valid for any compact Lie 
group G. The generating function allows us to take advantage of the Borel-Hirzebruch type 
formalism, which results in Corollary 4.5. This corollary describes all possible equivariant 
extensions @)G of a given non-equivariant genus @: a,(pt) -+ R (R being a commutative ring 
with unity) which respect the induction functor. Surprisingly, there is a lot of freedom in 
choosing such an extension. Formula (4.10) computes @G(M) through the elements 
{a(&* ~0(v))>ul. 
Section 5 contains most of the main results. Here we are preoccupied with “closing” the 
normal data v(MG, Mtin other words, with the partial reconstruction of [f: M -+ X] 
form [ v,fG : MC + X”]. It turns out that, when v( MC, M) admits an equivariant complex 
structure, the equivariant building blocks are the products of complex projective spaces, 
carrying linear G-actions, and smooth complex projective G-curves. The role of “glue” is 
played by the characteristic elements (fz 90(v)}o (c.f. Theorem 5.1, in particular, formula 
(5.5)). Similarly, when v( MC, M) admits an equivariant quaternionic structure, the quater- 
nionic projective G-spaces and certain stably symplectic real 4-dimensional G-manifolds (or 
smooth complex projective G-surfaces) are the main players. Therefore, any equivariant 
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induction-respecting extension of a given genus, is fully determined by its values on these 
model G-manifolds (c.f. Corollary 5.4). Thus, formulae, (5.5) and (5.6) give an effective recipe 
for computing any induction-respecting G-bordism invariant in local non-equivariant 
terms, i.e. through its values on the manifolds {f,“Yw( v)}~. 
In the rest of the section we apply the main result-Theorem 5. l-to obtain an analog of 
the Atiyah-Singer G-Signature Theorem [2] for the equivariant Witt invariant w( G, M) (c.f. 
Proposition 5.7). Formula (5.8) generalizes the Atiyah-Singer G-Signature formula in 
a number of directions. First, by lifting it from the level of the G-representation ring 9?(G) to 
the level of the equivariant Witt ring IV.+ (G; Z). For a cyclic group of odd order, the torsion 
invariants of this lifting have been extensively studied in [l] (the rest is detected by the 
G-signature). Secondly, by relating w( G, M) or Sign( G, M) explicitly to the local informa- 
tion, derived from a regular neighborhood of M G (Recall, that the original Atiyah-Singer 
formula calculates the value of the character Sign(G, M) at each gE G through the local 
invariants around the individual Mg). Philosophically, these results are very much consist- 
ent with the principals of Dress induction [lo]. 
Most probably, one can apply (5.5) or (4.10) to get local formulae for computing the 
G-equivariant elliptic genera [ 143; at least, when v( M G, M) admits an equivariant symplec- 
tic structure, all the “equivariant ingredients” of (5.5) are, in fact, G-Spin-manifolds. We also 
hope that (5.5) will give a clue to understanding the analogs of rigidity phenomenon (c.f. [6]) 
for “sufficiently dense” finite group actions, but this is a topic for another paper. 
51. LOCALIZING EQUIVARIANT BORDISMS 
We start with a brief review of some results from [ 121 which will be used in the following 
discussion. 
Let G be a finite group. Let Y(G) denote the set of all subgroups in G, considered up to 
conjugation by elements of G. For any two families 9, Q c Y(G), their intersection 9 0 9 
consists of conjugacy classes of the subgroups {H n g - ’ H'g }, where HE F-, H’ E 9, g E G. 
We say that a family 9 is closed under intersections if B 03 E 3. 
In the free abelian group generated by the orbit-types { G/H}H,q there exists a com- 
mutative ring structure, provided 3 0 3 c 9. This multiplicative structure is induced by 
Cartesian products of finite G-sets. We denote the corresponding ring by a(G; 3). In 
particular, @( G):=g(G; Y(G)) is the Burnside ring of G [lo]. When GE%, @(G; ‘3) is 
a ring with unity. 
The ring 9(G; 3) has a useful interpretation. One can view finite G-sets as O-dimen- 
sional G-manifolds, formally equipped with a G-invariant orientation. Uniformly reversing 
this orientation, one gets a “minus G-set.” Thus, virtual G-sets are O-dimensional G-oriented 
G-manifolds. The usual equivariant G-oriented cobordism equivalence relation, evidently, 
has little effect on the elements of a’( G; 3). Therefore, .%?( G; 9) can be canonically identified 
with a subring of the smooth G-oriented (see [12] for the exact definition) G-bordism classes 
Rg(pt; 9) with 9 as a prescribed list of isotropy types. Note that @(G; 3) = Rg(pt; 9) 
belongs to the center of flg(pt; 3). 
Let F c Y(G) be a family, so that F 0 g G F”. Denote by 3 the maximal family 
subject to the condition: 9 0 9 E 8. Evidently, 3 2 F and is closed under intersections; 
moreover, GE 9. With this choice, for any G-space X, flz(X; 9)- the singular G-oriented 
equivariant bordisms of X (c.f. [12]) - becomes a left module over flz(pt; 9’) and, hence, 
over the subring 93( G; 9) as well. We employ a certain carefully chosen element 8 E 9#( G; ‘3) 
for the localization 0:(X; 9t)Is-l, of the .%?(G; Y)-module flz(X; 9). Let us be more 
specific about the choice of the 8. 
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Given a subgroup H c G, one associates with a virtual G-set 9 = 8i - O2 the “cardinal- 
ity” # 07 - # @’ of its H-fixed point set. This gives rise to a ring homomorphism 
fixH: sS?(G; 3) + B. 
Let GEM. Put .F’ = F\ (G}. Consider the natural restriction homomorphism 
Res,-S : B( G; 9) -+ @ S?(H; Res, 9) 
HEF' 
(see [12, sec. 21 for more details). Denote by AO(%, 9’) its kernel. By [12, Lemma 2.11, there 
exists an element 0 E AO( 3, F’), so that k = fixo(0) is the minimal positiue value among the 
elements of AO(3, 9’). This integer k divides nuE9,1NH/HI (NH standing for the 
normalizer of H in G). In fact, for any perfect group G and fl = Y(G), k = 1 [9]. Moreover, 
there exists an element 6~ AO(p, 9’) which is almost an idempotent: e”” = ke”, klk” and 
[divides n HE9, INH/HI. 
Depending on the category of actions we consider, let W(G, 9’) denote the set of 
isomorphism classes of nontrivial (i) G-oriented orthogonal (c.f. [12, Sec. 1 and 4]), or (ii) 
unitary, or (iii) symplectic G-representations n with the isotropy groups of non-zero vectors 
in the space I’,, of n belonging to the list 9;‘. Let 3n be the centralizer of n( G) correspond- 
ingly in the group of (i) the G-orientation-preserving orthogonal, or (ii) unitary, or (iii) 
simplectic transformations of V,. As usual, B(3n) denotes the classifying space for the 
group 3n. 
Under the notations above, the main Theorem 4.1 from [ 121 (in the case K = G) reduces 
to 
THEOREM 1.1. For any families 9, 9 E 9’(G), such that GEM and 9 0 9 E F, 
Y 0 9 G 9, and for any G-space X, the following statements hold: 
(i) There exists a short exact sequence of Oz(pt; 9)-modules 
where the homomorphism i, is induced by the inclusion g’ c 9 and the homomorphism ~OC 
by the canonical localization map; the integer k divides nnE9’ 1 NH/HI. 
(ii) Multiplication by the element (1 - k”- ’ @) EB( G; P)[E - I I defines the projection 
Sl~(X;s)r~-ll-nS1~(X;~‘)[~-~I which splits the exact sequence above. As a result, 
&2:(X; P’)[e- 1, can be canonically ident$ed with: 
(a) the submodule of @(X; 9)[am 1, whose elements are annihilated by the e; 
(b) the submodule of 0:(X; B )[I- 1 I comprising all the 9 ‘-induced elements, i.e. the 
singular G-manifolds of the form f: u H E ~, G x n L + X, L being a H-oriented H-manifold. In 
other words, 
nZ(x; 8’),L-1, z Span { Indg[fiz(X; Res,F)]r;-ll} HEF’. 
(iii) The module 0$(X; 9’)re- II is canonically isomorphic to the module? 
N(XG) = @ Q,(N3n) x X’hk-II 
nal(G,R') 
(1.1) 
by an isomorphism ZOC which takes a singular G-manifold {f: M +X} to the singular 
t The R,(pt; Y)-structure in .N”(X”) is induced by the natural pairings B(3n’) x B(3n”) + B(3(tt’ CD n”)) via 
the homomorphism 2%~ (c.f. [12]). 
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manifold (q: MC -+ Unegto,F,) B(3n) x Xc}, where q = h’ xfG and h” denotes the classify- 
ing map for the normal G-bundle v = v(M’, M). 
From now on we will discuss only the category of smooth G-actions admitting an 
equivariant complex (quaternionic) structure in the normal bundle v(M’, M). Often the 
existence of such a structure is automatically implied by the algebraic nature of G (for 
example, when G is abelian of odd order). We always assume that the equivariant complex 
(quaternionic) structure in v( M ’ M) is a part of our data. Employing this structure, we pick , 
the orientations of MC and M coherently. Note that Theorem 1.1 is valid also for the 
category of stably complex (symplectic) G-actions [ 121. 
52. BUNDLE GENERATORS FOR LOCAL DATA 
We will discuss in detail the case of smooth G-oriented actions G x M -+ M admitting an 
equivariant complex structure in v( M ‘, M) and will just sketch the necessary adjustments 
for other categories of G-actions. What unifies all the cases we deal with, is the fact that 
B(=jn), n E %?( G, F’), has torsion-free integral homology with a Steenrod-realizable basis. 
Since L3(3n) is a product of several BU(n)‘s (or BSp(n)‘s for simplectic n’s), its integral 
homology is torsion-free, implying the validity of the Kiinnett formula 
WW3n) x Y) = Q,(W3n)) O,, W Y) f or any space Y [7, Th. 44.11. Here 0,( - ) can 
be oriented orthogonal or stably complex (symplectic) theory. Moreover, by [7, Th. 18.11, 
!&(B(sn)) is a free &.(pt)-module. Consequently, the R,(pt)-module n,(B(Jn)x Y) is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of an infinite number of the n,( Y)‘s, enumerated by elements of 
a H-basis of H,(B(sn); Z). 
Let (pi: F’S + B(sn)}a, 6 running over an index set An, be singular manifolds whose 
fundamental cycles (pa) * [Pa] form a Z-basis of H,(B( 3n); Z). Later on we will construct 
(~8, Pa} quite explicitly, so that the Pa’s will be complex (symplectic) analytic manifolds; 
meanwhile we postulate their existence. The remarks above imply that any element 
[q: L + B(3n) x Y] EQ(B(3n) x Y) h as a unique presentation of the form 
u CP~: P6 + W3n)l x Cw N6 -, Yl, (2.1) 
6 
where [qs: Nd + Y] EC&( Y). Therefore, the bordism class of q is fully determined by 
(finitely many) bordism classes { [ qa] } 6. Conversely, given any finite collection of elements 
[qs: Na -+ Y], dim Na = * -dim Ps, formula (2.1) constructs a singular *-dimensional mani- 
fold q: L + B(3n) x Y, whose coefficients in the decomposition (2.1) are the qs’s. Let 
Mt stand for components of MC of the normal slice-type n and v, = v( Mz, M). Let h”“: 
Mz + B(3n) be the map, classifying v,. Combining the argument above with Theorem 1.1, 
we shall prove 
COROLLARY 2.1. Within the category of G-actions described in this section and under the 
assumptions and notations of Theorem 1.1, the equivariant bordism class off: M +X in 
R,(X; 9) modulo the gtorsion and the FG’-induced classes, is fully detected by the elements 
((4”)s: (N& +XG}n,s~R*(XG). Here nEW(G, 9’), BEA,, and q”:=(h”nxf G): MC+ 
B(&t) x Xc. 
Our immediate goal is to construct the generators ([pa: Pa + B(3n)]}a explicitly, but 
prior to it we would like to describe the set A,, over which the index 6 ranges. 
Denote by Z + the set of non-negative integers. Let 944 stand for the set of all non-trivial 
irreducible unitary (symplectic) G-representations. Any G-representation  (with no trivial 
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direct summands) has a unique decomposition @pc3a1 np - p, np E Z, . The isomorphism 
class of n is determined by its “multiplicity” vector n = {n,} E Zp*. For any n E Z-f?** we 
introduce a set A,, = flpe9$& (S”pZ+), where S”Z+ stands for the n-th symmetric power of 
Z+ . One might think about elements SE A,, as being tables filled with non-negative integers 
{6(p, I)}, p~J%z, 1 I 1 I n,,. The index p enumerates the rows of the table S and 1 - the 
columns. Two such tables are defined to be equivalent, if they differ by permutations of the 
6(p, I)‘s within the rows. Each S has a unique representative, satisfying 6(p, I) 2 6(p, I + 1) 
for all p’s and I’s. 
Let /I 6 Ilp denote the sum CTf, 6(p, I) and ISI,, - the number of non-zero elements 
among {6(p, I)}, 1 I 15 np. Put also 11611 = x,16), and 161 = c, l&l,. 
Denote by V(F’) the image of W(G, p’) in Z!$*’ under the correspondence n-+n. 
We observe that the elements of An enumerate a free Z-basis of H,(B(3n); Z). Indeed, 
let Pi be the i-dimensional complex (quaternionic) projective space and ri - the normal line 
bundle of the standard imbedding Pi c Pi+ 1. For any G-representation consider the 
projectivization P(n 0 i + 1) of the space of the G-representation  0 i + 1 (i + 1 denoting - - 
the (i + I)-dimensional trivial representation). Let qn,i z n @ vi be the normal G-bundle of 
the obvious imbedding Pi = P(i + 1) c P(n @ i + l), G acting on P(n @i + 1) via n. 
For a given n and BE A,, form the Cartesian product P6 = npeYet fl, I II n Pacp,,) 
(6(p, 1) 2 6(p, 1 + 1) for Vp, 1), equipped with a dim n-dimensional G-vector ‘bundle 
%6=rIj&JI,.,., P@%M. It is classified by a homotopy class of a mapping fid:= 
I-I,,, ~6~p,I~:P6+np 1 bU(l) = BT( Ilnll), (into n, IBSp(l) in the symplectic case) T(r) 
denoting an r-dimensional torus. The latter space has a canonical mapping r~ into 
n,,, BU(n,) = B(3n) (rd: n,,, BSp(1) + n,,, BSp(n,) = B(3n) in the simplectic case) 
due to the standard imbeddings T(n,) 4 U(n,). Let pi be the composition of 6~ with rd. 
Thus, for any SE A,,, we have produced an element [pa: Pd + B(3n)] EQ,(B(sn)), 
(* = 2 II S II for complex n and 4 II 6 II for quaternionic ones) which also will be denoted by 
[v~,~] (the second notation emphasizes an alternative view of the elements of Q(B(3n)) as 
bordism classes of closed smooth oriented (or stably complex, simplectic) manifolds, 
equipped with G-vector bundles whose structure group is 3tt). 
The following lemma, at least for complex n, is due to Conner and Floyd [7]. 
LEMMA 2.2. The elements { [q.,~]}, SE A., form a free basis of the R,(pt)-module 
SZ*(B(3n)). 
Proofi By [7, Th. 18.11 it suffices to verify that { ( hs)* [Pa] }S forms a H-basis of 
H,(B(3n); Z). By duality this fact follows from Borel’s description of the natural 
homomorphisms H*(BU(n); Z) -+ H*(BT(n); Z), H*(BSp(n); H) -+ H*(BSp(l)“; Z) 
c51. n 
This concludes the proof of formula (2.1) as well as of Corollary 2.1. 
Put v, = v(M,G, M), h, = h”n, f. =flME. In view of (2.1), one gets the identity 
Tot Cf: M + Xl = “E./F,) CvnA = LI 
( 
LI Cvl”,dl x C(hl xf.)sl 2 (2.2) 
n~V(9’) 6~An > 
with [(h” xf”)J EC&(X’), and V(F’) = Zm[W(G, F’) + Z$““]. 
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$3. BORDISM-VALUED CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES OF VECTOR BUNDLES: 
A GEOMETRIC APPROACH 
We start with a complex (quaternionic) G-representation n z @pE4r~np-p. 
For n = in,}, let B(n) denote the polynomial ring (over Z) in the formal variables { x,,~}, 
~EJJM, 1 < 1 I np. Let S(n) be the symmetric group in n symbols. The group 
S(n):=nPc$tt S( np) acts naturally on g(n) by permuting the appropriate variables. Denote by 
o(n) the S(n)-invariant subring @JpEg8? Z[xp, 1, . . . , p,n, x ] St%-) of B(n). It is well-known that 
O(n) is the tensor product of the polynomial rings Z [ { c,,i} 1 I i I .,I, with 0p.i being the i-th 
elementary symmetric functions in the variables { x~,~}, 1 5 1 I n. 
For any o E An = n,( S”pZ+ ), let yw E O(n) be the “minimal S(n)-symmetric polynomial” 
containing the monomial n,n, I, ~ “r x;,(p,“. The elements {Y:}, OE A,,, form a Z-basis of 
0(n) and can be expressed as a product of polynomials in { g,,i}i,. 
Our intention is, for any 94~~ O(n) and a vector G-bundle v z @,p @ tP, dim rP = np 
over a closed smooth manifold base L, to introduce a characteristic class Y(v) E R, (L), as 
well as, for any G-space Y, to define an operation 9: SZ,(B (3n) x Y) + R,(B(3n) x Y). 
Denote by St(w) the stabilizer of the tableau { o( p, I)},, l under the S( n)-action. Let each 
5, be a sum @1511n, 5,,1 of line bundles {<,,l}. Employing the element 
we form an auxiliary vector bundle 
Pa:= 1l. O,COllll”,~~(P~~)~t;,,ll (3.2) 
a~S(n)/St(w) 
over a disjoint union of # S(n)/St (o)-copies of L. Here @ stands for the Whitney sum of 
the appropriate bundles and ao(p, I) * c,,l denotes the Whitney sum of ao(p, I)-copies of 
5 P71. 
We adopt the following conventions: (1) for an oriented vector bundle [ over a closed 
manifold base N, - 5 means the reversal of the preferred orientation of N; (2) for m E Z + , ml 
stands for the disjoint union of m-copies of the fibration [. With these agreements, for any 
Ye@(n), by linearity (3.2) makes it possible to define 5”. The base of ty, being a disjoint 
union of a number of copies of L, is equipped with an obvious mapping rc to L. We 
emphasize that, a priori, the construction of <y depends on the splitting of the tp’s into sums 
of line bundles. 
Let c be as above. Denote by y a generic section of [ and by y0 its zero section. Then 
a transversal intersection y h y0 produce a well-defined element x(&the Euler class-in 
the oriented bordism of N. The Euler class x(c) is represented by a regular embedding 
y Ih y. 4 N. It has a preferred orientation due to the orientation of N and that of c, induced 
by its complex (quaternionic) structure. If N is stably complex (simplectic), then x(c) is well- 
defined as an element of the stably complex (simplectic) bordism of N. 
Now, for any 94~~ O(n) and a v with the splittable tp’s, form an auxiliary bundle 5” and 
define a characteristic class of v with values in Q,(L) by 
Y(v):=[7t: x(5”) + L], (3.3) 
7~ denoting the restriction of the canonical projection of the base of ty onto L. We will see 
later that, in fact, Y(v) is independent of the inner splitting of 5,. Note that this n, generally 
speaking, is not an imbedding; by a general position argument, X(X( 5”)) c L is a union of 
a number of submanifolds, mutually transversal to each other, as well as to their multiple 
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intersections and self-intersections. The passage n(x( <“))-x( 5”) might be viewed as 
a smooth resolution of the cross-type singularities of rc(x(ty)). 
Since for any 9’,,Y2~O(n), ~$~1+~2)= ~“I~[.~‘, then (9’r + ,4p2)(v)= 
Y,(v) + Yz(v) in C&(L). Therefore, to show that Y(v) is independent of the interior 
splitting of the to’s, it is sufficient to demonstrate that all the { ~‘Jv)}~~~. have such 
a property: The proof is based on an alternative construction of 9’,(v) (which makes sense 
for any v with the G-fiber n) and verifies that both constructions produce the same element 
in R,(L). 
For w E A. we pick a representative { w(p, l) jP,r, such that o(p, I) 2 o(p, I + 1) for any 
p, 1. For a .given p, this gives rise to an ordered partition n,, = np, 1 + np, z + . . . + n,,+ 
characterized by the property: w(p, 1’) = w(p, l”) for any l’, I” in the interval 
Ii+ 1 := CC~~j~i~,,j~C,~j~i+,np,j]andw(p,I’)>w(p,l”)foranyI’~Zi,,I”~li,,,i’<i”. 
In other words, the nP,i’s are the cardinalities of the preimages under the mapping 
wP: {1,2,. . . ,n,} -+ Z, of distinct w,-values, ordered according to their magnitude. Let 
W be the algebra of quaternions. Fix isomorphisms @““‘I % @PE92r’ @“p, and 
W ‘I”” z @pEJ,Z W”n. Denote by Flag, the homogeneous spaces n,[U(np)/ 
IIr<i<, u(nO,i)] and rIP[sP(nP)lrI*,i,, Sp( np, t)] of ordered, mutually orthogonal 
(with resiect to the standard hermitian or simblectic inner product) complex (quaternionic) 
subspaces V,,i of @“p (of W”p correspondingly), pe&s, 1 < i < t,, dim VP,{ = nP,i. The 
manifold Flag, carries the tautological bundles { i,,i} (dim i,,i = n,,i) ~ the vector space 
V,,i lying over a point { f’,,i},,iEFlag,. We denote by [” the bundle 
@,,@I ~l~t,~(~, li).i,,i over Flag,, where IiEli. 
Now, given a G-bundle v z @,p @ 5, and an element WE A,, consider the fibration 
rc: Flag,(v) + L with the fiber Flag,, associated with the principal 3 n-bundle over L (in- 
duced by the classifying map h’: L + B (3~)). Evidently, the tautological bundles [,, i’s and, 
thus, the bundle [” extend to the tautological bundles t,,i’S and a bundle tw over the space 
Flag,(v). 
There is another important bundle involved in the construction-the bundle of vectors 
tangent to the fibers of rc: Flag,(v) -+ L. We denote it by t,. Since Flag, has a complex 
(simplectic) structure invariant under the natural left action of 3n, rn is, in fact, a complex 
(simplectic) bundle (although, we will not use this fact here). 
Finally, put 
Ypo(v):=[7t:~(r”w@z,)+L]. (3.4) 
For complex v, this defines a class in the (dim L - 2 11 w 11 )-d imensional oriented (or stably 
complex when L is stably complex) bordism of L. For quaternionic v, (3.4) produces an 
element in (dim L - 4 )I w 11 )-dimensional oriented bordism. 
Now, for any YEO(n), Y = xwfb awYw*(ao~H), define Y(v) as EweA a,,4Pw(v). 
One can think of the manifold x( f@ 0 r,J, regularly imbedded in Flag,iv), as being 
a smooth resolution of the cycle rc(x(t” 0 tJ) s L. 
LEMMA 3.1. When each of the bundles 5, splits into a Whitney sum of line bundles t,,,t, the 
formulae (3.3) and (3.4) produce the same element of R,(L). 
Proof is based on the following 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists a smooth tangent vectorfield 6 on the manifold Flag, which has 
nondegenerate singularities at exactly n, [ n,!/n, ( n,,t!)] points and is invariant under the 
natural left action of the maximal torus T( 11 n 11) c fl,U(nP) or, correspondingly, of 
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Sp(l)~I”‘~ c n,Sp(n,) OIZ Flag,.? The Weyl group S(n) acts transitioely on the zero locus of& 
so that St(o) is the isotropy group of this action. 
Proof Any unitary (simplectic) transformation A of @“o (of W”p) induces a diffeomorphism 
of the flag manifold U(n,)/niU(n,,i) (of Sp(n,)/niSp(n,,i) correspondingly&the left 
multiplication by the matrix A. For the unitary case, consider the left action on Flag, of the 
l-parameter group A(t), t E R, of diagonal matrices with entries (exp (2x& t)}, 1 I 1 5 n,, 
the reals {Q} all being distinct modulo 1. For the simplectic case, one takes the simplectic 
diagonal matrices ,4(t) with entries {exp(2nicrlt), exp( - 2xialt)}, 1 I 1 I np, the reals 
{ 24) being distinct modulo 1. Note, that this A(t)-action commutes with the left 
T( )/ n 11) - (Sp(l)‘l”‘l-) action. A vector space V _C @“o ( -C W”o) is invariant under an infini- 
tesimal transformation from A(t) iff it is spanned by the vectors of the standard basis in 
@“o (in Hnp). Therefore, a flag, comprising the mutually orthogonal subspaces { I’p,i}i, is 
infinitesimally invariant iff all the V,,i’s are spanned by the basic vectors. The number of 
such fixed flags equals the number of colorings of the set {I, 2, . . . , tip ] by t,-distinct colors, 
so that exactly np, i elements are colored by the i-th color. This number is n,!/n,( np, i !) and 
happens to be the Euler characteristic of Flagwp. Consequently, the singularities of the 
vector field 6,, generated by the flow A(t), are forced to be nondegenerate and all of index 
+ 1. It is also clear from the description of the set of A(t)-fixed flags above, that S(n,) acts 
transitively on it with isotropy group St(o,) = niS(n,,i). Using the product structure 
n,[U(np)/ ni U(n,,i)] or n, [Sp(n,)/n,Sp(n,,i)] on Flag,, it is possible to lift the field 
6, to the vector field fi: on Flag,. The field 6 = C, Gb, being invariant under the maximal 
torus (correspondingly, Sp( 1)““‘I-) action, obviously has all the properties of the 6 in 
Lemma 3.2. n 
We proceed with the proof of Lemma 3.3 by making a few observations. Note, that any 
specific choice of the splittings { @i r,,,}, (dim r,,, i = n,,i) of the bundles { (,I is equivalent 
to specifying a section y of the fibration 7~: Flag,(S) + L. Moreover, for any p and i, the 
pull-back rc*( tP,i), restricted to y(L), is canonically isomorphic to the tautological bundle 
fp,i over y(L). Therefore, the bundles rw and rc* [ @,@ 12 i 5 f, 0 (p, li). i;,, il also become 
canonically isomorphic over y(L). 
Now assume that each of the bundles tP’s, actually, admits a splitting 0 1 c I< n S,‘,, into ---P 
a sum of line bundles. In particular, this splitting, using w, determines the coarser splitting 
Oic,,i, where 5,,i = OIE~l t,‘.,, and hence, it produces a section y of the fibration 
7~: Flag,(v) -+ L. Since, by definition, @,( 0 Ili<tpw(P~'i)'4p.ij= 0,(01~l~,pO(P,1)'5~l) 
= <", one concludes that x*(5”) is canonically isomorphic to [” over y(L). 
When { r,} split into sums of line bundles, the structure group of v reduces from Jrt to 
the maximal torus T( 11 n 11) (or to Sp(l)Iini’). The vector field 6 on Flag,, constructed in 
Lemma 3.2, is T ( I/ n 11 )-invariant, (Sp (1) ‘i”‘I-invariant) and, therefore generates a vector field 
6, on Flag,,,(v), tangent to the fibers of 7~: Flag,(v) --f L. The field 6, gives a section of r, 
transversal to its zero section. Hence, the Euler class x( T,) is realized as the zero locus Z;# of 
c,. By Lemma 3.2,Z;+ consists of all the translations by the Weyl group S(n) of the section 
y(L). Consequently, for splittable { [,}, x(T,) can be realized as a disjoint union of 
1 S( n)/St (o)l - many sections of 71: Flag,(v) + L. Therefore, for such { t,} we get a sequence 
of equalities in Q,(L): 
tin fact, there exists such a field, invariant under the left n,, iU( n,,,)-action, but its construction requires more 
effort. 
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XCP CD L) = x(P) 6 x(4 = x(P) 4 a, = IJ x(P) 4 cr -‘y(L) 
= JJ x(P) 4 Y(L) = LT x(n*tomLb Y(L) = LI x(5”“), 
0 d CT 
c running over the set S(n)/St(o). For simplicity of the expressions in the formulae above 
we were omitting the projection 71 which is an important part of the story. In fact, all the 
equalities, but the last one, take place in Q,(Flag,(v)). n 
The classes spO(-)‘s, which in disguise are “cohomology classes,” behave controvari- 
antly with respect to the bundle maps over closed manifold bases. 
Let Y E 0(n) and v be a G-vector bundle over a closed manifold base L as above. One 
can enrich the classes 9(v) = [ rcy : NY -+ L] E Q, (L) by considering the G-bundle rc *( v) 
over NY as an additional data. Put 
@(v):=[x$(v), rcy: NSp -+ L]EQ,(B(~~) x L). (3.5) 
This refinement 2( -) of y( -) makes it possible to iterate the operation v-+@(v). Starting 
with [v,f] EQ,(B(sn) x Y), v being a G-bundle over L andf- a mapping L + Y, let 
,. 
~Cv,.f1 = Cdqv), f” VI. 
For any 9’~ 0(n), formula (3.5) defines an operation 
(3.6) 
9: &(B(sn) x Y) -+ R*(B(3n) x Y). 
It is on the level of definitions to check that @ is an R,(pt)-module homomorphism. The 
algebra of these operations 5% is very simple: it is isomorphic to the ring O(ntthe tensor 
product (over p’s) of the integral polynomial rings. The verification of this fact is based on 
the splitting principle: any element Ic 6 SZ,(B( 3n) x Y) has a representative [ v,f] with the 
&,‘s being sums of line bundles. Also observe that 9, applied to [v,f] with splittable (&,}, 
by (3.2) and (3.3), produces a new pair, again with splittable bundle data (rc$(&,)}. 
Therefore, all the relations among the &‘)s has to be verified only for splittable &,‘s. Now, 
with the help of (3.2), it is easy to check that: (1) 2)z(@1(rc)) = (9D1)(rc) and (2) 
Ye + yz(rc) = (yl + yz) (K) (for any Yi, yz~Lo(n)), implying that the correspond- 
ence Y-t@ is a representation of O(n). We will postpone the proof of the faithfulness of this 
representation until Section 4 (see Cor. 4.2). 
One can think about elements of_np(S”pZ+) as belonging to fl,(S-Z+), 
S” Z, = lim,,, S”Z+. The operation 9’,, o E An, is stable: For any p. ~444, and 
OE A, c n,(SwE+), 9’“,(v @po) = 9’“,(v). Hence, 2(v 0 po) = [rc$(v 0 po), ~9: NY-+ 
L] for any 9 E @,b [x,, 1, . . . , x~,J~(“J c 0, E [x,, 1, . . . , x~,“~, . . . ]s(m). This leads to 
well defined stable operations 
whose algebra is isomorphic to 0, iz [x,, 1, xp, 2, . . . , ] S(m) Similar operations are avail- , 
able for BSp(co) as well. 
Example 3.3. Let G = 1, 3n = U(n), o = (oi, w2,. . . , o,)ES”Z+ and v be the 
tautological n-bundle over the Grassmanian G(n, m) of n-planes in Cm+“. As was described 
before, the vector o gives rise to an ordered partition (ni} 1 s i s t of n. The fibration 
7~: Flag,(v) + G(n, m) coincides with the fibration 71: U(m + n)/[U(m)x n,U(ni)]+ 
U(m + n)/[U(m) x U(n)]. Therefore, Ny, is a submanifold of the flag manifold 
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U(m + n)/[U(m)xniU(ni)], obtained as the Euler class of the bundle 
(@iOlici) @ [@ci,j:i+j) (ii* @cj)] over Flag,(v) (ii* denoting the bundle, dual to ii). The 
expression in the square brackets represents the bundle r,. 
In particular, the w’s, subject to constraints: wI > wI+ 1 and 1 I wI I m + II for any 
1 I I I n, give rise to a union of the S(n)-translations of the Schubert cycle I,, which has 
been resolved in the manifold U(m + n)/U(m) x T(n). 
$4. COMPUTING THE BORDISM CLASS OF A GBUNDLE THROUGH THE OPERATIONS Gw,S 
For an element [t,f]~fi,(B(3n) x Y) and WEA,, consider 
~,Cv,fl:=f*(~,Cvl)= w~:XPO?J+ ylEn*(Y). (4.1) 
One might think about the Y,,,[v,f]‘s as a sort of “characteristic numbers”, rather than 
characteristic lasses. 
LEMMA 4.1. For a complex’v, an element [v,f]~R.,.(B(3n)x Y) is detected by the 
characteristic elements { 9, [ v,f] E sZ,( Y)}, w E A,,, 2 11 o 11 I *. Moreover, given any set of 
elements (s,EQ*-~~I~I~(Y)}, WEA”, there exists an element [v,f]~R,(B(3n) x Y), such 
that for each o, Y, [v,f] = s,. For quuternion v, an analogous statement is valid with 2 I/ w /I 
being replaced by 4 11 w 11. 
Proof: Assume that L is a product M x K of manifolds M, K and the maps f: L + Y, 
h”: L + B(3n) are of the form:5 M x K 2 K L Y, h: M x K 2 M 2 B(3n), where pl, pz 
denote the obvious projections and v’ a G-bundle over M. Then, 
9”w[v,f] = [E Ny,xK : K 5 Y] = 9”o[v] x [f’], 
where Ny, = x(i’” 0 rn,), p being the obvious projection. 
Applying the formula above to identities (2.1), (2.2) we get 
~“oChf1 = LI ~P,CVn,dl x C(h’xf)sl. (4.2) 
dEAn 
Recall, that vn,s = J&I s 1 s no P 0 vacp,l) and the classes (h’ xf)a E R, ( Y), under the name 
(q)s = [qs: N6 + Y], were introduced employing (2.1). 
Now we turn to the calculation of 9, [qn,d]‘s. Taking advantage of the fact, that qn,s is 
totally splittable, apply (3.2) and (3.3) to get 
~uJ(%s) = c pa- 60 (:= Qs,d (4.3) 
ot8(6,0) 
Here 0 runs over the subset E(6, o) of s(n)/St( o c aracterized by the property: ) h 
6o(p, I) I 6 (p, I) for every p, 1. The right-hand side of (4.3) is an integral polynomial Qo,a in 
finitely many variables PI, Pz, . . . In fact, Q,,,d depends at most on the variables {Pi} with 
1 I max,d(d,,) Cm=,,, CW, 0 - CMP, 011. 
Note that, if for some p, II olIp > lldl/,, then, for any (r, there exists I,, so that 
ao(p, I,) > 6(p, I,), implying Qw,s = 0. When II o Ilp = II 6 II p and wP # S,, then, for any 
a,ES(n,), there exists I.,, such that ao(p, 1,) > 6(p, I.+). Thus, for such w, 6, again, 
Q o, 6 vanishes. By the same token Q 6.6 = 1 for any 6. One can introduce in A,, a linear order 
in the following way. First, order the p’s. Then, for a given p, put o,>oj, if there exists lo, so 
that w(p, 1) = o’(p, 1) for any I -c lo and o(p, IO) > w’(p, lo). Now use the lexicographic 
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order-first ordering by p’s and then by 1’s. Observe that w>-w’ implies that II w lip > II w’ Ilp 
for some p. Therefore, Qo,a = 0, provided that 0>6, and Qs,s = 1. 
COROLLARY 4.2. For any Y, the representation : 9’++@ of the ring O(n) into the ring 
Homn,{ir,(B(3n)x Y), &(B(3n)x Y)] isfaithful. 
Proof: Let .Y = C, a,Y,, a, E Z. Among the w’s with a, # 0 pick an o,, of a minimal 
norm. By the considerations above, 9(q,,,,,) = au0 # 0, implying that 9 # 0. n 
It follows that the infinite polynomial matrix Q = (Qo,d), constructed employing the 
linear order in the index set A,,, is upper-triangular with units on the diagonal. Thus, Q is 
invertible over the ring Z [PI, P2, . . . 1. Denote by R the inverse matrix Q - i. The entries of 
R are the polynomials Rw,d = ( - 1) e(w.6) Det [A(o, S)], where A(+ S) = (Qw8,de) is the 
finite submatrix of Q formed by the entries { Qw,,~,} subject to the constraints: wso’<6, 
w<6’56. The sign regulator E(O, S) = # {S’: S’SS} + # {w’:w’~o~. 
In the new notations, (4.2) transforms into 
y,Cv,fl = c Qo,s x C(h” xfLsl> 
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OEA,. (4.4) 
Solving the system (4.4) for the unknowns {(h” xf)g), one gets: 
(h’ xf)a = 1 &,w x % Cvvfl. 
This formula has two important implications: (1) the elements (9’m [ ~,f]}~ determine the 
(h” xf)d’s and, by (2.1) through them the class of [v,f]; (2) since the classes {(h” xf)g} are 
universally independent, so should be the classes { 9’Po[v,f]},. This ends the proof of 
Lemma 4.1. n 
Combining (4.5) with (2.2) we get 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Within the category of G-actions described in Section 2 and under the 
assumptions of Theorem 1.1, the following statements hold: 
(i) 90~ [.f: M + X] = xnEVCS.) [v,,f”], with 
Cvmfnl = c Cs.,sl x { & h,w - yo, Cvmfnl 1. (4.6) 
BEA” _ 
Here nn,d = n,., p @ nsCp,l, and the polynomials Rg,,tzZ [ PI, P2, . . .] equal 
(- 1) E’m56) Det (Qo,.6,)~~~w,~6,0~6’~6. The polynomials Qw,a E Z [PI, Pz, . . . 1, in their turn, 
_ are defined bv (4.3). 
(ii) The class of {f: M -+X} in !LIz(X; S), modulo the @(pt; 9)-submodule 
- SpanHER, {Inds[R*(X; ResHF)]} and the k = c((9’)-torsion, is detected by the charac- 
feristic elements (y, [ v,, f.]}n,o EC!*(X’). Inverting i, these elements are universally inde- 
pendent. n 
To take advantage of a Borel-Hirzebruch type formalism, we would like to rewrite (4.6) 
using certain generating functions. 
Note that for line bundles, @,,, = ($i)O, WE Z+. We use an alternative notation i for 
the operations 
9i: fl*(BB x Y) + fi*(B(fj x Y), 8 = U(l), Sp(1). 
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Evidently, for any o, 6 E Z + and an irreducible p, 
for 62~0 
and ~pwCvp,d = 
for 6 2 0 
otherwise, otherwise. 
With this in mind, consider the following expression: 
(4.7) 
regarded as an element of the ring Z[(?,,i}, {Pi}] [[{a,,l>]], ~~944 and I, i = 0, 1,2, . . . 
(for time being qp, ;‘s are viewed as formal variables). It is easy to see that, for each p, (4.7) is 
a symmetric function in { j$. I) I. Therefore, (4.7) has a presentation 
where tln,s = rI,,,%,d@A~ @coEzIllip,i)l has been defined by (3.1) and 
Td,o~zCPlr Pz, . . . 1. Hence, (4.7) is a generating function for the polynomials Ts,~‘s. 
We claim that, in fact, T,,, = RJ,,, (see Prop. 4.3 and (4.3) for the definition of the 
polynomials Rg,,,). To verify this claim, we use the multiplication table for the polynomials 
{ym} and the formal identity: 
Thus, in (4.6) one can replace the R~,,,‘s by the TG,~‘s. 
Now we would like to view (4.7) on an operator &‘,, acting on the bordism classes of 
pairs [v,f] and taking values in the C&-module { S,n*[{~,,i}i])On, n,(Y) (all the 
tensor products are taken over the ring a,). By definition and according to (4.8), &‘, maps 
CvJl into ~,C~GIoyln,~T~,ol ~oCvJl. 
Lemma 2.2 implies that the a,-homomorphism 
9+9&: @pn*C{Vp,i)l + O”EV(F,)%(W~~)) 
which takes each qp,i, regarded as a formal variable, to the bundle p @ vi, is actually an 
isomorphism. 
Summarizing the considerations above, we have proven that 
CvJl =~d”~nCv,fl =c[6rol~~6Td,w]~~LyIII. 
Therefore, we are able to formulate Proposition 4.3 in new terms. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let [f: M + X] be as in Proposition 4.3. Then 
(i) 20, Cf: M --, Xl = ~nEVcFrj Cv.,fnl, where 
with Yu[v.,fn]~Q*(XG) defined as in (4.1). 
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(ii) Zfvn z @,p@ 5, is so that each 5, splits into a sum @t&t of line bundles &,,,, then 
[v., fJ can be also expressed as: 
h:x n ” 1 +PI [<,,J + P* ( % P+(PonI)csp,ll +(Po%)c5p,~o4,,J +... +XG p I=1 c5p.10 4p.11 + . . . > ’ 
where the Euler-class operator x is acting on the bundles in the square brackets and is 
commuting with the multiplications by the p @ni’St 
(iii) Coincides with (ii) in Proposition 4.3. n 
Note that for the category of G-oriented actions and complex v’s, all the Pzi+ 1’s in (4.9) 
represent zero elements in bordisms. Their contribution is essential for the category of 
stably complex G-actions. 
Let R be a commutative ring with unity and W: H-R” a covariant functor defined on 
the category of groups HE Y(G) with values in the category of R-modules (R-algebras) Rn. 
(Sometimes .we require that R in a natural way will be a subring of Rn). 
For a family 9 c Y(G) and a G-space X, the equivariant bordisms present a covariant 
functor R: H-+Qf(X; Res, F). Indeed, the group inclusion i: H c K gives rise to a R,- 
module homomorphism Indg: a(H) + R(K) defined by Indf: [f: M + X] := 
[JKx,M+X]. 
Assume that XG # 8. Let a(_): QL*)(X; Res,,, 5) + R,,, be a transformation of 
covariant functors, extending a given ring homomorphism @: Q, -+ R. 
Let k = k(F), L = k”(F’) be the integers introduced in Section 1. 
According to Theorem 1.1 for each pair (p, i), i E .Z+ , there exists an element 
dp,iER$T(Pt; F_)[k-L], so that ~Poc(J%‘~,~) = p @ vi. Up to 5’-bordisms and the k-torsion, 
the choice of the Jp, i is unique. Thus, replacing up, i by Mp, i in Proposition 4.4, we get 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let 9 09 = 9. (i) Assume that k -’ E R. Given any multiplicative 
homomorphism (genus) a: fl,(pt) + R and a set of elements {S,,~E Ro}, peB( G, 9’), 
i= 1,2,3,.. ., there exists a unique multiplicative homomorphism (an equivariant genus) @o: 
Qz(pt; 9) + Ro, extending @ and such that @o(&p,i) = 9,,i for any p, i. It is given by the 
local formula: 
8,. 0 + 9,. 1 fp, I + 9,, 2 a;, 1 + . . . 1 I (VII) 
where, 1 51 I np, w,SEA,, and eW = Ta,,(@(P1),@(P,), . . . )ER. Consequently, given 
the Qp,i’S, @o(M) can be calculated just in terms of the characteristic “numbers” 
VWW”))I,,. 
(ii) Let k- ’ E R. Then any covariant functor transformation (DC_): ni-1 (pt; 
Rest_) 5) -+ R(_), extending a given D: n,(pt) + R, modulo the R-submodule (ideal when 
@(_I is a transformation of Greenfunctors [ll]) Span { Indg RH}nES, of RG, is given by (4.10) 
for 9p,i = @G(dp,i). 
t In fact, local formulae in (i) and (ii) are valid for any compact Lie group G. 
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45. UNIVERSAL LOCAL FORMULA AND ITS IMPLICATIONS 
Our next goal is to construct explicitly the “G-manifolds” JY,,i, p E ‘8 z YM, 
i=O,1,2 ,..., with the property Ytpoc (Ap, i) = qp, i. If one is willing to compromise on the 
family of isotropy types %, their construction is quite different for l-dimensional p’s and for 
those of higher dimensions. Thus, we split the set ‘3 = !Ri u ‘93, 1 into “one-dimensional” 
and “high-dimensional” pieces. 
Recall, that ~p,i has been defined as the normal G-bundle of Pi = P(i + 1) in 
P(p @ i + 1). Note that P(p @ i + l)G = P(p)G~Pi. Hence, when the space of p has no 
G-invariant complex (quaternionic) lines, P(p) G = 0, implying P( p 0 i + 1) G = Pi for irre- 
ducible p’s of dimensions greater than 1. In contrast, for a nontrivial l-dimensional p, 
P(p@i+ l)G=ptllPi, pt =P(p). As we have seen, for PES,~, g~nc(P(p@i+ 1)) 
= yl,,, i and the problem of “closing” the local data qp, i is solved, provided that one is willing 
to enlarge the family %,, by adding the isotropy types of points in P(p). We denote by %%,, 
such an enlarged family. We emphasize that G 4 .Y%O for p E ‘93, 1. Note that S%p is quite 
large: in fact, for a complex p, any H E Y(G), so that H 2 Ker p and H /Ker p is abelian, is 
contained in some H’E.c?%~. 
For a complex abelian p the situation is, in a way, more complicated. One can observe 
that exactly m = 1 G/Ker p l-copies of p can be realized on the complex Fermat curve VQ of 
degree m (carrying a semi-free C, x G/Ker p-action) as the tangential G-representations at 
Uf, # +$‘f = m [c.f. 7, Sec. 91. Again, if one is flexible with the family of isotropy types, for 
composite m’s one can do better. In fact, when m = p-q, (p, q) = 1, then, by the Conner- 
Floyd construction [7, Sec. 91, just one copy of p is realizable on a smooth &-curve wp. 
The isotropy groups of the G-action in this curve are: Ker p, Ker pp, Ker pq. On the other 
hand, if m = p’, p being a prime number, as we mentioned before, p’-copies of p are 
realizable on the Fermat curve of degree pe with a semi-free action. Put 
(5.1) 
If %’ contains Ker p, Ker pp, Ker pq for some p, q, such that 1 G/Ker p\ = pq and (p, q) = 1, 
then, actually, gp ~SZz(pt; %) (K~ = 1). Otherwise, rep divides 1 G/Ker pi and, for any 
% containing Kerp, gp E flz(pt; %)fK;ll. By Theorem 1.1, in any case, the appropriate ICY 
has to divide a power of k = k(%‘). 
For a quaternionic l-dimensional p, we would like to replace the complex curve WP by 
a (stably) simplectic real 4-dimensional G/Kerp-manifold qP, so that %?F will be discrete 
and the tangential G-representations at the points of %‘F all isbmorphic to the given p. 
Unfortunately, we do not know an explicit geometric construction of such a V,, although 
one can prove its existence. It follows directly from the fact that 03” (B( G/Ker P))[~,~~ z 
HdGIKerp; OWI and, thus, is trivial, inverting 1 G/Ker p 1 z 0 mod 2. The isomorphism 
above, by a spectral sequence argument, is a corollary of the Liulevicius calculation of 
Q!$(pt) (for * < 4). Therefore, for some t E Z +, (G/Kerp(‘-copies ofS(p)(S(p)denoting the 
unit sphere in the space of the representation p) equivariantly bounds a stably simplectic 
4-manifold, carrying a free (G/Ker p)-action. 
Now let (5.1) define the element gp E@(pt; %-p) @ Z[ IC; ‘1, rep = #qf dividing 
a power of IG/Kerp(. Here 0?(w), depending on the context, denotes the oriented 
orthogonal, or stably complex, or stably simplectic 4-dimensional G-bordisms. 
Observe that, for p E !Rl, 
cYOC[P(p @iJ - (ai)‘] = qp,i-l (5.2) 
where p denotes the complex (quaternionic) conjugate of p, implying that one can choose 
TOP 31:4-O 
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P(p @i + 1) - (9~)~+’ for the role of Ap,i. On the other hand, 
goCCp(P Ol)l = ?p,i-13 PE%>l. (5.3) 
substituting the left-hand side of (5.2) for the qp,i- 1 we get the identity: 
(5.4) 
Employing (5.2)-(5.4), we immediately derive from Proposition 4.4 our main result. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be ajinite group and ‘8 a set of its complex (quaternionic) non-trivial 
irreducible representations. Assume that a family 9 E Y(G) has the properties: (1) GE F, 
(2)9oF ~9, (3) 9 ~89, for each PE%,~, (4)F ~9~ for each PE’%~. Put 
9’ = 9 \ { G} and let c = k”((4’) be the positive integer de$ned in Section 1. Let f: M + X be 
a singular G-oriented (-stably complex, or simplectic) manifold, so that the isotropy types of 
points in M belong to B and the normal bundle v = v( MG, M) admits an equivariant complex 
(quaternionic) structure. Moreover, assume that all the normal G-representations are direct 
sums of the irreducible ones form the set 9Z. Then the following congruence takes place in 
Q,“(X; F)[p-I]: 




where [f(“): M’“‘~XG]~R(;I(XG;~)I~-tl are defined by (5.5) below 
with v, FZ v( M$, M), and f. being the restriction off at Mf. Equivalently, [f (“): MC”) + X”] 
equals 
where the polynomials Td,, E Z [ PI, P2, . . .] have been dejined by the generating function 
(4.7), and the characteristic elements spO[v,,fn] ER,(X~) - by (4.1). 
Remark 5.2. If, for each complex abelian p, # (G/Ker p) is a composite number, say pq, 
(p, q) = 1, and Ker p, Ker pp, Ker p* all belong to 9, then each expression (5.5) is, in fact, an 
element of C$(X; 9). Otherwise, (5.5) a priori, lives in @(X; F)Lk- 1 I and Theorem 5.1 can 
be viewed as an integrality result about the y;U[v,, f.]‘s. 
Remark 5.3. The universal local formula (5.6) is a linear combination of some building 
blocks with the characteristic elements L&[v,,, f”]‘s as coefficients. These blocks are univer- 
sal in the sense that they do not depend on a particular singular G-manifold$M -+ X, as 
well as on the G-space X, but only on the list of the G-representations, normal to MG, and 
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on the dimension(s) of M. All the topological complexity of the normal bundles {v,} and the 
maps {f.> is encoded in the nonequivariant bordism classes YO [ v,,fJ E Q2,( X G, (and in many 
cases, eventually, through their Pontrijagin and Stiefel-Whitney characteristic numbers). 
The building blocks are Z [k- ‘]-combinations of smooth complex projective (or real stably 
simplectic) G-varieties. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let R, R, be as in Corollary 4.5 and 9, ‘9Z as in Theorem 5.1. Any 
equivariant genus @o: fig(pt; 9;) -+ R,/Span { Ind$ Rn} nE9,, respecting the induction and 
extending a non-equivariant genus CD: O,(pt) -+ R, is fully determined by its values at the 
complex (quaternionic) projective G-spaces (P(p @ i)j i (i = 2,3, . .) and at the smooth 
complex projective G-curves (simplectic 4dimensional manfolds) { gp} for all l-dimensional p, 
and by its values at the complex (quaternionic) projective spaces { P( p 0 ~}i (i = 1,2, . . . ) for 
the irreducible p of higher dimensions. Conversely, specifying these values, one constructs such 
a Qo. 
Proof: Combine Corollary 4Sswith Theorem 5.1. n 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let f: M + X be such that there are no l-dimensional direct summands 
in the normal G-representations to MG (i.e. ‘91i, = 0 ). Then some &power multiple of 
f: M -+ X is G-bordant to a singular G-manifold of the form 
where M’ carries a G-action which extends to an action of a connected compact Lie group. In 
particular, for any perfect G, f: M + X is G-bordant to a singular manifold of the type above 
with F”’ = Y(G)\(G). 
Proof: Under the Corollary’s assumptions, the “curves” (“surfaces”) &VP are absent in 
(5.6), which leaves us just with blocks built from the linear actions on the P(p 03)‘s. If G is 
perfect, then k = k(Y(G)\(G}) = 1 [9]. 4 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let G act on a manifold M of a real dimension congruent to 2 modulo 4 in 
such a way, that v(MG, M) admits an equivariant quaternionic structure. Assume that the 
isotropy types of M belong to a family B satisfying constraints (l)-(4) of Theorem 5.1. Then, 
for some 1,2kl-copies of M (i = K( 9;‘)) are equivariantly bordant to a G-mantfold of the form 
LI HER, G x n L, where L is an H-manifold. The cobordism is G-oriented with the isotropy 
types in 9. Consequently, the G-signature Sign( G, M), being evaluated at any 
gEG\U HEF,,iEG (g-‘Hg}, vanishes. 
Proof: All the “equivariant” ingredients of (5.6) are G-manifolds of real dimensions 
congruent to zero modulo 4. Therefore, only the Ym [v.]‘s of dimensions congruent 
2 modulo 4 may have a nontrivial contributions to (5.6). They are elements of order two in 
the oriented bordism R,(pt). By Theorem 5.1 the Corollary follows. H 
Now we use formula (5.5) from Theorem 5.1 to obtain a generalization of the 
Atiyah-Singer G-signature theorem [2] in two directions: (1) from essentially cyclic actions 
to general finite group actions with a prescribed list of orbit-types; (2) for the equivariant 
Witt invariants (whose torsion for G cyclic of an odd order has been intensively studied 
in Cl]). 
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Denote by Us the equivariant Witt invariant w( G, 9p)~ I%‘,,,,( G; Z) 0 Z[k - ‘1 of gp. 
At least when m = IG/Kerpl is an odd number, we can identify mwp explicitly. (When 
m s 0 mod 2, there is no point in indentifying Us as an element of W( C,; Z), since in this 
case one is forced to invert 2, and the element up E W( C,; Z) @ Z [3] is detected by its 
&-signature [ 11.) 
With any abelian p and g E G one can associate a residue classj(p, g) mod m defined by 
the formula p(g) = Aj(p,g), 1 = exp (2ni/m). We use Kosniowski’s model [13] (see Fig. 1 
representing the case m = 5) to realize the desired &-action on a real 2-dimensional surface 
G-diffeomorphic to the Fermat curve V,. For this purpose one takes (m - 1)-copies of 
a 2-dimensional disk, connected by m(m - 2) regularly distributed strips (twisted by the 
angle 180” to preserve the disks orientations while passing from a disk to a disk) as it is 
shown in Fig. 1. The orientable surface Q, obtained in this way, is obviously symmetric with 
respect to the rotation by the angle 2n/m around the vertical axis. Its boundary 8Q consists 
of a single closed curve and the rotation of Q by the angle 2x/m induces a “rotaton” of this 
curve (with respect to the natural parameter) by the angle - 2x/m. By attaching a copy of 
a new disk D2 to Q along 6’Q z S’, one gets a closed surface %?, the rotation being extended 
along the radii of D2. Thus, we have constructed a semi-free diffeomorphism T of g of 
period m with exactly m fixed points (the centers of all the disks involved in the.construction) 
and such that d Tis a rotation by the angle 2nlm at each of the fixed points. Given p, one can 
define the G-action on % by letting g EG act as T j(Pgg). Figure 2 represents a magnified 
portion of a collar of aQ in Q. The transformation T amounts to a “shift” of this graph. 
Let A be the integral group ring of the cyclic group {T} with the involution -: A + A 
taking Tto T-‘. Put~=Z[T]/Z,wheretheidealZ=(l+T+...+T”-’).Considering 
the l-cycles eij = Tj(ei), 1 I i s m - 2, - (m - 1)/2 <j I (m - 1)/2 in Fig. 2, one con- 
cludes that H ‘(97, Z) is a free A-module of rank m - 2 with (ei} as a basis. The skew 
hermitian A-valued intersection form cp on H’(‘Z; Z) E @i( Aei), for each i and 2, ,U E A, is 
defined by 
1 
V(Lei3 Pi) = A( T - T-‘)j, 
q(k, Pei+ 1) = A( 1 - T)Py 
V(k, Kk) = 0, k>i+l. 
(this makes sense, since cp(c, Aiei, -)=OinAforanyli~Z).Let~:A-+Zbeanadditive 
homomorhism, taking a typical element cj nj TIE A to no. The A-form cp gives rise to 
I 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
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a T-invariant Z-valued skew-symmetric form cpo on the A-module 0 YC1’ (Aei): 
i 
cpo(k, Wi) = &[A(T- T1)fi], 
Vo(k, Pi+l) = EC41 - r)iil~ (5.7) 
vO(leiT pek) =0 for k>i+l. 
Thus, an explicit description of mw,, E W(G; Z) has been obtained. 
It follows from the definitions that wup = - up. The homological triviality of the 
G-action on P(p @i) implies that w(G, P(p 0 i)) equals 1 E W,(G, Z) when 
dime(p) + i SE 1 mod.2 and zero otherwise. Similarly, w( G, Pi) = w(P,) equals 1 for even i’s 
and vanishes for the odd ones. With these remarks in mind, and taking X = pt, we apply the 
functor w( G, N ) both to the formula (5.5) and the G-manifold M. Note also that W( G; Z) 
might have only two-adic torsion (c.f. Cl]). Therefore, when k” = k”(P”‘) is odd, one does not 
lose information about w(G, M) by inverting k: 
We consider the division of the irreducible p’s into three categories: (1) l-dimensional 
p’s, (2) high-dimensional p’s of an odd complex (quaternionic) dimension, (3) high-dimen- 
sional p’s of an even dimension. This gives rise to decompositions 9l = ‘9J1 ~‘%$@l?‘ezVf 
and n = n, @ n2t @ n??. For v ,,z O,P@~~, put v., = OPEs, PO& and 
(zdd = @pexy;(p Recallalso that,forwEA,, IloJI,denotes thesumC2, o(p,I)and 101~ 
the number of non-zero elements among { w(p, I)} i I, I ,,P. Now an elementary computa- 
tion leads to 
PROPOSITION 5.7. (Witt analog of the G-signature formula). Let ‘93, 9, it, M be as in 
Theorem 5.1. With wI, = w(G, 90)~ W,(G; Z),~-I,, the following formula is valid in the ring 
Here, by definition, the Witt class-operator w{ -} commutes with multiplication by the 
elements up (which have been described by (5.7) for the p’s with I G/Ker pi = l(2)). 7’he 
transversal “intersection” .4pw(vn,) rt\ X(Sidd) over Mf is defined as the bordism class of 
(nl:x -’ [x((:~~)] + M$} for the map TC: L&(v,,) + Mf, transversal to x([zdd) E Mz. n 
COROLLARY 5.8. Under the notations and assumptions of Proposition 5.7, let M be such 
that the normal complex G-representations to M G do not contain irreducible abelian summands 
p (for example, if G is perfect). Then 
w(G, M) = c w(xEdd)) mod. Span{Inds W(H; Z)I~-~I}nE~~. 
” 
In particular, (x(tidd) = 01, imply w(G, M)ESpan{Indg W(H; E)l~-II}HE$F,. 
If all the normal irreducible p’s belong to 9Zty, then 
w(G, M) = 1 w(M:) mod. Span{Indg W(H; H)[F-~,)~~~~. 
n 
n 
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COROLLARY 5.9. Let M, ‘$3, 9 be as in Theorem 5.1. Modulo the ideal of W(G; Z)[k-~l, 
generated by the elements {u,” - l}t, PE’%~, and the ideals {Zndg W(H; H)I~-~l}~E~,, the 
following congruence is valid 
where the transversal self-intersection of M,f is taken in the space of the bundle tidd. 
Proof: According to (5.8), all the terms, but the ones parametrized by the o’s with 
lolp = 0 for all PE 911, make a contribution belonging to the ideal { wf - 1 }PEsl. This 
leaves us with the o’s, such that o(p, 1) = 0 for any PE!R~ and 1 I 1 I np. For these o’s, 
evidently, 9’,(v.) = 9’po(v,,I). Ag am, analyzing (5.8), we see that only the w’s, with 
o(p, 1) = 1 for any p E !I??: and w(p, I) = 0 otherwise, are relevant. Yw(v,) = x( <Ed:““) for 
such w’s. n 
Remark 5.10. The results of Proposition 5.7 should be compared with the principals of 
the Dress induction. We emphasize that, according to [lo, Th. 21, if 9’ = Y(G)\{ G}, then 
(5.8) is a non-trivial statement only for p-elementary (p - an odd prime) and 2-hyperelemen- 
tary groups G, provided that k = l(2). Descending by Sign (G, -): W( G; Z) + B(G) to the 
complex G-representation ring 9(G), one obtains a (modified) Atiyah-Singer G-signature 
formula [2], which has been studied in great detail in [4]. Note, that (5.8) makes it possible 
to compute the value of the character Sign(G, M) at each gEG\ UH~,F,.;~G (~-‘H~J. 
Again, if 9’ = Y(G)\(G), it g ives a non-trivial result only for a cyclic G. 
With the group order being inverted, (5.8), most probably, lifts to the L-groups 
L,p’“‘( G; Z [ 1 G 1 -‘I) using an analog of MisEhenko’s absolute obstruction: indeed, one can 
descend from the smooth G-bordisms to the bordisms of algebraic Poincart G-complexes 
based on finitely generated projective Z [ G, / G ( - ’ ]-modules. 
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